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Inflation on the rise: time to rethink the 60/40 portfolio
 How the 60/40 portfolio came to be
 In an inflationary environment, bond allocation will not preserve value
in real terms
 Rethinking the “40” with a focus on risk budget
What is the 60/40 portfolio?
Trying to find the very first mention of a 60/40 portfolio is a challenge, but it links back to
Markowitz Modern Portfolio Theory and was for many years seen as close to the optimal
allocation between [US] equities and [US] bonds. Harry Markowitz himself when considering a
“heuristic” rule of thumb talked of a 50/50 portfolio. But the notional 60/40 equity/bond portfolio
has been a long-standing proxy for a balanced mandate, combining higher-risk-return growth
assets with lower-risk-return income-generating assets.
What’s in a 60/40?
Obviously the nature of the equity and the nature of the bonds depend on the investor. US
investors look at 60% US equities/40% US treasuries. Global investors might look at 60% Global
Equities/40% Global Bonds. For UK investors – and our Elston 60/40 GBP Index – we look at 60%
predominantly Global Equities and 40% predominantly UK bonds
Why does it matter?
In the same way as a Global Equities index is a useful benchmark for a “do-nothing” stock picker,
the 60/40 portfolio is a useful benchmark for a “do-nothing” multi-asset investor.
Multi-asset investors, with all their detailed decision making around asset allocation, risk
management, hedging overlays and implementation options either do better than, or worse than
this straightforward “do-nothing” approach of a regularly rebalanced 60/40 portfolio.
Indeed – its simplicity is part of its appeal that enables investors to access a simple multi-asset
strategy at low cost.
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The problem with bonds (the ‘40’) in an inflationary environment
Over the years, the relationship between asset classes has changed so much that the validity of
60/40 as a strategy can legitimately be questioned.
The key challenges with a 60/40 portfolio approach lie generally on the bond side:





Inflation risk is ramping up pressure on nominal bonds in such a way that they can no
longer be considered capable of preserving value
Government bonds provide negligible or negative yield, so investors who want income
need a riskier asset like equities, not bonds
With interest rates at all-time lows following a sustained bull-market in bonds, there is
downside risk to bonds as/when the rate cycle turns
Returns between equities and bonds may not always be negatively correlated so there is
reduced diversification effect

So is 60/40 an outdated concept?
In short, as a benchmark no. As a strategy – we would argue that for serious investors, it never
was one.
We therefore think it’s important to distinguish between 60/40 as an investment strategy and
60/40 as a benchmark.
We think that a vanilla 60/40 equity/bond portfolio remains useful as a benchmark to represent
the “do nothing” multi-asset approach.
However, we would concur that a vanilla 60/40 equity/bond portfolio, as a strategy offered by
some low cost providers does – at present – face significant challenges.
For example, during the peak of the COVID market crisis in March 2020, correlations between
equities and bonds spiked upwards meaning there was no place for investors to hide. Current
inflation risk, proving to be less transitory as each day passes, has put additional pressure on
nominal bonds. Real yields are negative. Interest rates won’t go lower.
In this day and age, beyond certain low-cost retail products, very few portfolio managers would
offer a vanilla equity/bond portfolio as a client strategy. It is the inclusion of alternatives that now
has an important role to play as a diversifier.

Rethinking the 40% with a focus on risk budget
When it comes to rethinking the 60/40 portfolio, one starts with an investor’s level of risk budget.
For that risk budget is to be maintained, there can be little change to the “60% equity” part of a
60/40 portfolio. But for the 40%, we see opportunity for a shake-up as follows:
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1. Rethink the bond portfolio
2. Incorporate sensible alternatives
3. Consider risk-based diversification

1. Rethinking the bond portfolio
Whilst more extreme advocates of the death of 60/40 would push for removing bonds entirely, we
would not concur.
Bonds have a role to play for portfolio resilience in terms of their portfolio function (liquidity,
volatility dampener), so would instead focus on a more nuanced balancing of yield and duration.
We agree that long-dated nominal bonds look problematic, so would suggest a more “barbell”
approach between shorter-dated bonds (as a dampener of volatility), and targeted, diversified
bond exposures: emerging markets, high yield, inflation-linked (for diversification and real yield
pick-up).
2. Incorporating sensible alternative assets
Allocating a portfolio of the bond portfolio to alternatives makes sense, but we need to consider
what kind of alternatives.
Whilst some managers are making the case for hedge funds or private markets as an alternative
to bonds, we think there are sensible cost-efficient and liquid alternatives that can be considered
for inclusion that either have bond-like characteristics (regular stable income streams), or provide
inflation protection (real assets).
For regular diversified income and inflation protection, we would consider: asset-backed securities,
infrastructure, utilities and property. The challenge, however, is how to incorporate these asset
classes without materially up-risking the overall portfolio.
For inflation protection, we would consider real assets: property, diversified, commodities, gold
and inflation-protected bonds.
Properly incorporated these can fulfil a portfolio function that bonds traditionally provided
(liquidity, income, ballast and diversification).
3. Consider risk-based diversification as an alternative strategy
One of the key reasons for including bonds in a multi-asset portfolio is for diversification purposes
from equities on the basis that one zigs when the other zags.
In the short-term, and particularly at times of market stress, correlations between asset classes can
increase, this reduces the diversification effect if bonds zag when equities zag.
We would argue risk-based diversification strategies have a role to play to here, on the basis that
rather than relying on long-run theoretical correlation, they systematically focus on short-run
actual correlation between asset classes and adapt their asset allocation accordingly.
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Structuring traditional portfolios means choosing asset weights which then drive portfolio risk and
correlation metrics. Risk-based diversification strategies do this in reverse: they use short-run
portfolio risk and correlation metrics to drive asset weights. If the ambition is to diversify and
decorrelate, using a strategy that has this as its objective makes more sense.
60/40 will remain a useful benchmark for multi-asset investors but we do believe a careful rethink
of the “40” is required.

Henry Cobbe
Elston Consulting
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Find out more
For more insights and information on research, portfolios and indices, visit:
www.elstonsolutions.co.uk or NH ETF<Go>
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ABOUT ELSTON
We research, design and build investment solutions with and for asset owners, managers
and advisers.
Our Research & CPD focuses on multi-asset strategies, index funds and ETFs.

NOTICES
With reference to the European Union Directive 2014/65/EU on markets in financial instruments (“MiFID II”): this Report
does not provide a recommendation for an action, provides information freely available for public consumption and does
not therefore constitute “Research” as defined by MiFID II. This is because this report contains purely factual information
on one or several financial instruments or issuers and does not explicitly or implicitly recommend or suggest an investment
strategy. It does not therefore constitute an investment recommendation as defined within the meaning of Article 3(1)(35)
of EU Markets Abuse Regulation (“MAR”), in conjunction with Article 3(1)(34) of MAR. For further information, please refer
to ESMA guidance ESMA70-145-111 Version 12.
With reference to the European Union's Market Abuse Regulation (Regulation (EU) 596/2014): we warrant that the
information in this report is presented objectively, and the following commercial interests are hereby disclosed: Elston
Consulting Limited creates research portfolios and administers indices that may or may not be referenced in this report.
If referenced, this is clearly designated and is to raise awareness and provide purely factual information as regards these
portfolios and/or indices.
An “Index” is a Regulated Benchmark. An “Index Portfolio” is not a regulated benchmark but a research portfolio of indextracking investments with a periodic rebalancing scheme.
All company, product and service names and trademarks used in this article are for identification purposes only and are
the property of their respective owners, and their usage does not imply endorsement.
This document is not an advertisement or financial promotion. It is provided for informational purposes only and is not
intended to be an offer or solicitation, or the basis for any contract to purchase or sell any security or other instrument,
or for Elston Consulting Limited to enter into or arrange any type of transaction as a consequence of any information
contained herein.
This document is issued by Elston Consulting Limited registered in England & Wales, registration number 07125478,
registered office: 1 King William Street, London EC4N 7AF.
© Elston Consulting Limited. All rights reserved No unauthorised reproduction.
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